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Abstract

By introducing a term of longitudinal coupling factor, we get a modi®ed rate equation for vertical-cavity surface-

emitting laser (VCSEL). Also by employing it, we give the expression for threshold current, and deduce from it that the

threshold current decreases when the longitudinal coupling factor increases. For MQWs structure, the relation between

cavity loss and the optimal quantum-well (QW) number is studied. We also analyze the small-signal modulation

property of MQWs as well as periodic gain structure. Results show that, periodic gain structure gets advantages over

general structures of VCSEL. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)
has become one of the most active topics in present
optoelectronics for its attractive properties, such as
low threshold, small divergent angle, easiness to
couple with ®ber and the readily permission for
large area and high density 2-D array [1,2]. Since
VCSEL was ®rst proposed in 1977, great pro-
gresses have been made on it. VCSEL devices of
di�erent characteristics have appeared, for exam-
ple, devices of low threshold [3], room-temperature

continuous-wave operation and wavelength of
di�erent domain from visible to infrared, etc. [4±6].
What is the same for VCSEL and conventional
edge emitting laser is that both have a resonator,
where interference generates crest and trough and
optical ®eld takes the form of a standing wave.
Still they are quite di�erent. For conventional edge
emitting lasers, the propagation direction of opti-
cal ®eld is parallel to the heterojunction plane, so
there exist both crest and trough in the active re-
gion. When taken as a whole, as a result of aver-
age, the cavity gain is of the same value anywhere
in the cavity, and has nothing to do with the po-
sition of the standing wave. While for VCSEL, the
propagation of optical ®eld is vertical to the het-
erojunction plane, so generally only a part of the
standing wave is on the gain way for its thin active
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region. Obviously only when the active region lies
in the crest of the interference optical ®eld, we can
get the best coupling between carriers and optical
®eld in the longitudinal direction. Also when the
structure of active region and its position are
changed, the longitudinal coupling may change
dramatically, and in turn a�ect the performance
and properties of VCSEL. This gets its full ex-
pression in periodic gain structure of VCSEL [7,8].
For VCSEL, we believe that it is necessary to in-
troduce the longitudinal coupling into the rate
equation instead of using the rate equation for
conventional edge emitting lasers [9]. By employ-
ing the modi®ed rate equations, we discuss the
e�ect of interference on threshold current as well
as the optimal number of quantum wells (QWs). In
periodic gain structure, we also discuss the e�ects
of the number of QWs on the property of small-
signal modulation.

2. Foundation of the rate equations of travelling

waves

As we know, the square of the intensity of the
optical ®eld is directly proportional to the number
of photons, the interference of optical ®elds can
be taken as that of the photons. In the active re-
gion, photons experienced interference interact
with carriers and could be divided into left- and
right-travelling waves. We assume that the optical
®eld is allocated by the ratio between the photons
of left- and right-travelling waves. Also the
spontaneous emission distributes photons equally
into the two opposite travelling waves. At the
same time, we assume that the QW is narrow
enough so that carrier in it is evenly distributed.
We then get the following equations for travelling
waves:
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and outside the QW,
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where p� stands for the right-travelling wave, and
pÿ for the left-travelling wave. vg represents the
group velocity, equal to c=ng, while c the velocity
of light, ng the group index. Ct is the transversal
light con®nement factor, which is determined by
the active region. g is the gain, aw the absorption
coe�cient in QW, ab the outside QW, h�z� the
phase di�erence between the two opposite travel-
ling waves, h � 2k�zÿ z0� � h0, when z � z0, h
values at h0, where k is the wave vector in dielectric
material. b is the spontaneous emission factor, ni

the density of the carriers in the ith QW. sn is the
life time of carrier, and J is the surface density of
the injection current, di the width of the ith QW, L
the cavity length, nN the transparent carrier den-
sity, and g0 is the gain coe�cient. In the founda-
tion of these equations, we neglect the e�ect of the
index di�erence between QW and the barrier on
the re¯ection of photons. Also the e�ects of lateral
di�usion of the carriers and the leakage current are
neglected. The dielectric materials outside the QW
are also taken as of the same kind.

On the boundary of the active region and the
DBR mirrors,

p��L�R2 � pÿ�L�; �5�

pÿ�0�R1 � p��0�: �6�
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3. Steady-state property

Under steady state, the di�erentials about t in
rate equations are set to zero for all parameters
that do not vary with time. Also, in VCSEL, the
size of the gain region is quite limited, so R1 and
R2 are required to be at about 0.99 to lower the
cavity loss and get a high quality factor Q. Thus,
p� and pÿ have almost the same value, and we can
consider that: p� � pÿ � 2

�����������
p�pÿ
p

. For b < 0:001,
the e�ect of spontaneous emission is also negligi-
ble. Applying boundary condition, we getX

i
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where we refer ri as the longitudinal coupling
factor, which is the average of the optical ®eld
distributed in the ith QW. ri, ranging from 0 to 2,
re¯ects how much degree the interference optical
®eld gets coupled with the carriers along the
propagation direction. Here 1� cos�h�z�� is con-
sidered as the distribution function of the optical
®eld in cavity.

After some work, we get the following expres-
sion for threshold:
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P
i di is the basic surface

density of current to sustain the lifetime of carri-
ers. am � �1=L� ln�1= ����������

R1R2

p � is the average of ab-
sorption coe�cient corresponding to the cavity
mirror loss. In Eq. (8), �L=Pi ridi��am � ab� is
generally larger than the ®rst term aw ÿ ab. Since ri

is in the denominator, we can deduce that when
each ri gets as large as possible, Jth will be low-
ered.

Starting from Eq. (8), we get the curves of
threshold current versus the loss of cavity mirror
with number of QWs as a variable parameter.
Results are shown in Fig. 1 as solid lines. For
convenience, we also assume that all QWs are of

the same width, which is true for usual lasers. For
parameters, refer to Table 1. The point Pn noted in
Fig. 1 means that when ln�1= ����������

R1R2

p � lies between
Pnÿ1 and Pn, VCSEL of n QWs gets the lowest
threshold current, i.e., n is the optimal number of
QW. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 are obtained with
the conventional rate equations not taking inter-
ference into account (i.e. let ri equal to 1). We can
see from the ®gure that the optimal number of

Fig. 1. Cavity facet loss versus threshold current with QW

number as a variable parameter. (The solid lines include the

e�ect of interference while the dashed lines do not).

Table 1

Parameters used in the calculations

Coe�cient Symbol Value

Con®nement factor Ct 0.8

Group refractive index ng 4.5

Absorption constant in

QW

aw 30 cmÿ1

Absorption constant

outside QW

ab 10 cmÿ1

Gain coe�cient g0 1:6� 103 cmÿ1

Transparent carrier

density

nth 1:37� 1018 cmÿ3

Wavelength k 0.86 lm

Re¯ectivity of DBR1 R1 1.00

Re¯ectivity of DBR2 R2 0.99

Spontaneous emission

factor

b 0.001

Width of QW di 7 nm

Width of barrier db 7 nm

Lifetime of carrier sn 2� 10ÿ9

Cavity length L 0.38 lm

Refractive index in QW nw 3.59

Refractive index

outside QW

nb 3.385
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QWs calculated from the conventional rate equa-
tion is larger than that from the modi®ed one. The
di�erence between the two sets of equations is
notable, so the introducing of longitudinal cou-
pling factor is quite necessary.

4. Dynamic property

We add the two rate equations of travelling
waves for photons and integrate it over the whole
cavity, which has integer periods of standing
waves. The above assumption of p��z� � pÿ�z�
� 2

����������������������
p��z�pÿ�z�p

still holds. In addition, we assume
that p�z� varies so slowly with z that it can be taken
as invariant with z. Thus the equation gets sim-
pli®ed as
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where sp is the life time of photon, which is now
determined by the re¯ectivity of cavity mirrors, the
absorption of dielectric materials and the QWs
position in cavity.

The rate equation for carriers remains un-
changed
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In Fig. 2, we show the calculated modulation
property for VCSEL with QWs of di�erent num-
ber and di�erent ways of distribution in cavity.
Results indicate that the modulation bandwidth of
periodic gain structure is broader than that of non-
periodic gain structure. In periodic gain structure,
the photons get a better couple with carriers, on
the other hand, the density of photons increase
while that of carriers decreases, both permit a
broader modulation bandwidth.

For either periodic or non-periodic gain struc-
ture, when the number of QWs gets larger and the
density of carriers decreases, the modulation
bandwidth will then be broader.

5. Conclusion

We get a modi®ed travelling wave equation
including a term of longitudinal coupling factor,
which is of great impact on VCSEL and could not
be neglected in the rate equation. Further-more, we
discuss the relationship between the threshold
current and the optimal number of QWs by em-
ploying the above mentioned rate equation. Also
this relation is strongly dependent of the cavity loss.
We also get an expression for the threshold current
of VCSEL, and deduce from it that the larger the
longitudinal coupling factor, the lower the thresh-
old current. We analyze the small-signal modula-
tion, and ®gure out that the periodic gain structure
has a relatively broader modulation bandwidth
compared to non-periodic gain structure.
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Fig. 2. The modulation property of structures with di�erent

number and di�erent distribution of QWs. The ®rst integer in

each parentheses represents the number of periods in the whole

cavity, while the second is that for the number of QWs in a

period. All curves are for structures of the same cavity length.
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